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orders and of the antiquated drill-yard puppetry that made
our public school junior O.T.C.s all but useless for training
officers. And during the war the broad interests of peacetime
juvenile organizations were mobilized to provide more interest-
ing and more useful forms of pre-military training.
National and local authorities have had several reasons for
taking an interest in leisure time activities promoted by volun-
tary agencies.
It has gradually become a well-recognised function of sani-
tary authorities not only to provide open spaces for mental
relaxation—to say nothing of the myth that says that they are
'lungs7—but also to allow physical recreation in them,
although it would be hard to find an authority that has kept
its supply of playing-fields up to a demand that increases with
the shortening of hours and the reduction in the size and ties
of families.
Local housing authorities have also come up against the
need for centres where juvenile organizations can have their
own rooms, and can share a common handicraft-room, swim-
ming-bath, gymnasium, and meeting-hall. Nowhere is this
need greater than where the local authority has opened up a
new cottage estate in a suburban wilderness or where it has
re-housed the inhabitants of a slum area. Private meeting-
places, unsuitable in quality where they do exist, are here
specially inadequate also in quantity, and in slum-clearance
schemes have sometimes even been remorselessly swept away.
And where the resources of the tenants are small, a good case
could be made out for a benevolent public landlord to supple-
ment—but not supersede—voluntarily-provided accommoda-
tion. Here, as with the schools of a hundred years ago, the
problem that is hardest for voluntary educational effort to
solve is that of meeting the initial capital cost of a suitable
building.
Two recent wars have intensified the central government's
interest in these youth centres. In 1916 an increase in juvenile
delinquency impelled the Home Office to set up a central
Juvenile Organizations Committee; more than one hundred

